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ABSTRACT

This paper argues for the desirebi ity of integrating to
research traditions in the study of,adolescent behavior.
One is concerned primarily with the normal functioning of
adolescent society, the other vith the design of reward
structures to foster academic achievement. Specifically,
it is suggested that a combination of material inducements
with a reward structure emphasizing peer group attainment
can provide at effective strategy for motivating lower
class adolescents.



Raising Academic Motivation in Lower Class Adolescents:

A Convergence of Two Research Traditions

Seymour Spiler_--

University of Wisconsin

IJ7RODUCrIoN

Several hypotheses have been advanced in recent yea s to account

for the low academjc attainment by lower--1 ss and, in vrticular, by

lower as- Negro children.
1

Following the classification of these

explanations used by Irwin Katz (1968), low achie-ement has been attrib-

uted to (a) the inadequacies of early socialization, in which childrearing

practices are faulted ar.--personality deficits of tbe parents are cited

(Ausubel and Ansubel 1963 McClelland 1961; Bettelbeim 1964); (b) an

absence of language and sensory stimulation in low -class h' e (Hunt

1968); (c) conflict between minority and middle-class cultures, with

emphasis on th_ irrelevancy of middle-class educational objectives to

Lowe -class or ethnic values (Gans 1962;68; Riess 1962; Clo ard and.

Jones,1963); snd to (d) the EaLlure of predominately. Negro schools to

provide education of a quality commensurate to that offered in whi e

mdddLe-class institutions (Clark 1965).

The causes of low attafnznan are undoubtedly manifold. Never-

theless, depending upon which of the above explanations one Stresses,

his proposal for improving academic performance will differ. For exam-

ple, -were low achievement to be attributed primarily to onality

traits which are acquired in early infancy and are afterwards resistant



to change, then interventions would have to be directed at the age of

early soci lization.

our investment in re

i stead that "reform

2

Thus, expounding this view, ettelheim disparages

dial school programs for Negro children and argues

must be concentrated where it most matters-- the

conditions of life at home..." (Bettelhei 1964:4).

Personality structure may well be an important determinant of low

academic attainment by lower class children. However, it is by no means

evident that the personality variables which are relevant to the learn-

ing process are immutable after infancy. Moreover, aside from the ques-

tion of mutability, there is considerable evidence that personality defi-

cits can be compensated for by alterations in thi learning s tuation. I

refer to the many studies wh!ch underscore the contribution of the social

xt and the reward structure to effective learning (Coleman 1965;

MePartland 1969; Stevenson 1965; Marston and Kanfer 1963).

The model of motivation implicit in these investigations of the

impact of situational variables on the learning process is associated

with the work of John W. Atkinson. According to this model (Atkinson

1964:240-67), the motivation to achieve is a priSduct of three factors:

a stable personality characteristic of the individual (heed-achievement),

and two situational variables--the probability of success at the particu-

lar task, and the incentive value of success. In of tbis formula-

tion it is e-vident that even if the personality underpinnings of aadem1c

motivation were weak, the motivatIon to achieve could be raised and

po sibly substantially, by appropriate alterati ns of the learning con-

.text.
2

This model of motivation is also assumed in the preseut analysis.



lie subject of this pap prosunts a confluence of two research

editions in the study of Learning and motivation. One is primarily

co cern ed with the normal functioning of adolescent society, the other

wIth the design of reward structures to mete academic attainment.

Specifically, it is suggested hero that combining material inducenents

for achievement with a reward stiocture organ zed around peer groups

can provide an effective strategy for motivating lowerclass adoles-

cents toward academic goals. In the following sections, the lit- ature

COV ing the use of material incentives for motivating children and the

importance of peer group organization in adolescent culture is surveyed.

It is argued that these two considerations are especially relevant to

lo er-class adolesc nts, and the likely impact of a reward structure

based upon an amalgam of these themes is explored.

THE USE OF MONETARY REWARDS TO PROMOTE ACADEnfC ACH1EVEKENT

Behavior modification by me _s of a reinforcement schedule derives

.from the research of B.F. Skinner. In his view, "teaching may be de!..

fined as an arrangement of contingen-ies of reinf-rcement under which

behavior [is] changed" (Skinner 1968:113). Commonly used reinforcers

for silolastic performance include verbal and social approval, grades,

and material reward

There is empirical evidence that a planned design of contingency

reinforcement can lead to higher achievement than would normally occur

in the classroom. This has been found with children of preschool and

elenientary school age (Baer and Wolf 1968), with high school adolescents

(:Martin, et al. 1967), with retarded, emotionally disturbed, and



culturally deprived child n (Staats, et al. 1967; Clark and Wlberg

1968), and wtth delinquent boys (Tyler and Brown 1968).

There is also evidence to suggeet that the effectiven f a per-

ticular,reinforcer will va y with characteristics of the indiviLdual.

In p_ ticular, age and social class effects have been reported and these

results are relevant to the present disc ion. With respect to age,

Zigler and Kanzer (1962) have conjectured the ex stence of a elop-

Withmental sequence in the relative potency of different reinf--

young children, tangible rewards are postulated to be most effect±ve;

with older youths, social rewards (expressions of affection at praLse

by an adult) and salf-reinfercement (through internalizing achievement

values and acquiring a capacity
-

feedback on performan ,e) become

to adjust one's behavior to fa ual

successively, effective methcds for

motivating academic achievement. Although there have been sne nega

--findings-(McGrade 1966), studies of subjett age and reinforcer-erffetti

ness have generally supported this developmental progression (Rosenhen

and Greenwaid 1965; McCullers and Stevenson 1960; Lewis, Wall and

A onfreed 1963).

With respect to social class, the experimental evidence is consis-

tent in the finding th low -class children are more responsive

tangible rewards than to either social reinforcement or to Ole provis

of factual feedback on performance (Douvan 1956; Terrell, DurKin, and

.Wiesley.1959; Zigler and deLabry 1962). Commenting on this Uterature

the context of discussing racial differences in attainment, Irwin

Katz suggests that many Negro pupils are unable to sustain academic



effort without i mediate external rewards.

5

Lug a hist_ :y of con-

sistent yet selective approval of their intellectual strivings by parents

and teachers, the children failed to acquire high performance standards

and the capacity to enjoy their own attainments" (Katz 1968;164).

The maIn inference to be drawn from these studies is that while a

developmental sequence appears to exist in the effectiveness of differ-

ent reinforcers (progressing from concrete i d cements to social rein-

forcement to self-reinforcement), this developraent is attenuated for

lower-class children who often fail to shift from dependency upon material

inducements to self-reinforcement. Material rewards, however, remain an

effective reInforcer of academic achievement for 1 class children of

all ages.

Parenthetically, a similar conclusion about the incentive value of

tangible rewards for lower class children can be reached from a very

different perspective. In the soci logical literature, lower-class per-

sons are characterized by such traits as a lack of impulse control,

short temporal horizons, fatalism, and a preference for concrete rewards

rather than abstr _n elleetual ones (Lewi 1966:xlviii; Riessman 1962;28).

If 1 er-class children are socialized into a culture which reinforces

these charactetics, their greater receptivity to tangible inducements

than to symbolic re ards such as school grades, and their difficulty

with:internalizing a capacity for self- einforcenent and regulation

would be ex.pected .

It is not even necessary to invoke a cultural explanation to account

for many of the lowe class tr Liebow (1967), Miller, Rie sman,

and Seagn11 (1968), among others, have suggested that lover-class life

styles represent coherent adaptations to the conditions which confront



6

these individu Is, Deferring gratificat on and investing in the futu e,

for instance, may well be irrational If the future is perceived as pre

carious and unstable. For a child maturing in this environment, the

acqu±stion of a lowerclass perspective may be more a reflection of his

having to cope with the same situation faced by his parents in an earlier

decade, than a direct transmission of values from parent to child.

espective of which explanation one accepts, the concerns of these

children axe certainly unsupportive of educational achievement. An ori-

entation to immediate gratification and impulse following, a preference

for material teaxds, aud (for boys) an Emphasis on physical prowess are

hardly values that are easily accommodated to academic motivation. More

over, short temporal horizons blur the relationship between current scho-

lastic attain e t and some desired economic status in the future. For

the black child, especially, disinterest in schooling may also result

from the appearance of a low return on investment in education--a con-

-- -

clusion he migi,.t draw by observing how education has paid off, or failed

to do so, he adults he encounters daily.
3

Confronted with this situation, several researchers (Baer and Wolf

1968:128-29; Effrat Feldman, and Sapolsky 1969) have suggested that

mate_ial inducements, in particular moneta y rewards, be used to moti-

vate academic acbiEvenent by children from lower-class homes. The use

of cash rewards is _ tractive for several reasons. Unlike school grades,

which are potent reinforcers only for children who already accept the

goals of schooling, the value accorded to money is not contingent upon

this prior socialization. For childr n from lower-class homes the

utility of money is hardly problematic. Thus, rather than a program



al er the values of children, monetary re ard scheme would enlist the

ablished values of lower-class youths t- channel their efforts toward

educational goals. The process of uadermining values, particularly %then

supported in peer culture, is a diff cult task and not well understood.

To design a reward structure in which academic achievement would be

sonant with the concerns of these children is a much simpler affair.

Apparently for this reason, there is gro ing interest in the use of an-

gible rewards in the classroom (N Y. Time

July 25, 1970:22).

The purpose of monetary.reinforcement would be to motivate lower-

class children during the years ln which it is difficult for them to

perceive the returns from investing effort in schooling. To accomplIsh

June 21, 1969:29; N.Y. Ttmes

this t_ k it would not be necessary that a change in educational values

ever meter alize;,nor would it be vIc4 that the children acquire a

capacity for seif-renforcement or enjoy scholastic attainment although

these responses would be welcome effects. If a student has been Success--

fully "bribed" into achieving satisfs tory grades during his element Ty

and early high school years, the operatIve reinforcer for academic achieve-

ment would presumably shift to the promise of other extrinsic rewards.

Instead of being motivated by the small cash payments-, he would perceive

the possibility of considerable financial and status returns from com-

pleting high school and perhaps continuing his education The objectiv e

f this program, then, would be to ensure that these alternatives are

tot foreclosed because of poor academic performance in earlier school

years.



THE EFFECT OF PEER GROUP ORGAVIZATION

However, while the above analysis may be tenable for pigeons or

young children, an individual reward structure is unlikely to prove

adequate for motiv ting adolescents in a classroom sItuatIon. Research

on reinforcement processes has been carried out primarily by experimen-

1 psychologists, not by social psychologists or sociologists. This

has meant that the reinforcement contingency has commonly been defined

in terms of the individual student ithout rafe ence to the social

setttng in which learning takes place. Yet, by the late primary gr des

adolescents are embedded in a peer group society and are highly respon-

sive to the norms of this culture (Boocock 1966:27-28).

For lowe -class adolescents, peer society is even more peasive

than for middle-class youth (Gans 1962: 65-70, 242-45) and employs an

elaborate system of inducements and sanctions to ensure conformity

with its norms. As was infe red in the preceding section, the values

which are central in this culture are commonly hostile toward academic

concerns. Empirical results supporting this c ntention have also been

reported by Hyman (1953=438) and Rosen (1956 ) among others. However,

money is highly valued in peer culture, and this fact has led one group

of researchers to suggest that, because of the financial payment for

academic attainment, a student with a good school record would win his

peer's approval. "This approval would provide further support and reward

for his performance and a pirations. Thus the material incen ives pro-

gram could not only reduce the conflict between the school and peer

groups and remove a major social obstacle to an individual's educational

advancement but actually mobilize existing values to promote academic

achievement" (Effrat, Feldman and Sapolsky 1969:109.) However, despite the



impor f money in lower-class peer society, there are compelling

reasons for questiofting whether all individual reward arrangement would

function in the niariner ggested.

There is evidence from other social settilg- where payment is in

e-cha g_ for acbieverneiit to suggest that peer pressure may actually

operate Lc depress Ole level of atta5nment, it least for some individuals.

I refer to the many vestLgations of ridustri1 ork groups since the

classi- study by Noethlisberger and Dickson (1939) which first reported

on the strategic role played by inf mai groups in controlling productivity.

Babchuk and Goode (1951)
, ftoy (1952) d Seashore (1954) all report that

group cohesion is associated witb conformity to group standards and,

thereby, with low ariance in produ tivity. Extrapolating to the class-

likely that peer groups would operate to p event a large

disparity ir individual pay ents from developing, a situation which

would undermine group solidari y.

Althomgh InformaL gromps 'operate to reduce variability in output

among individuals, Seashore (1954) reports that one cannot infer the

level of the group standard from this fact alone . It is therefore con-

ceivabl hat adolescent peer groups would encourage conformity to a

high Level of achievement since this would ensure greater rewards

all members. FLoweer, because of differences in individual abilities,

the standard which becomes established w uld have to ba below the

achieve ent potential of the most capable, if conformity to a group

tandard is to be at all possible. At best, an individual reward st c-

ture would enlist peer Fressure tc strongly motivate the least capable

students and veakly motivate you hs of average abilities but it would

discourage outstanding performances by the most capable.
4

12



Th above argtianent derives foth ,One expecte

duce th.e i_necne varietica ant,cag indivi uals

(prstuttAbLy blr ITriitiig n tn cholestic attointne ) in order
to rita.in. gro up cotes ±Or. A ecoiid cot:leer-1i of -pee x grmips invol-ve

inairstenance f status consiste-ncy- among the member rycli this raises the

ther un'desired ada_ptaticci. The le t of cash pay-

ments bn, iiidLviduai.s 1iLi conftortt a_ pe r group with tt problem of irt-

a new status dimeasiom Can individual.' a ratilc with respect

in to it a ttatifil cation_ system. S *Lies of small

t th t the likely- adapt ti_On tO a diversity of s

tus ranletings s to premo te consis taacy g members irk their several

For example, commenting oa Stre.e t Set_ (Whyte 1943),
Ceor-le tin-fans (1 950) wri tesi

"[Alec] could 'To very well irtb4owldrig, b-ut Lri ocher activi-
-ties he did TO t confern very closely tie group stancla.tds..
2f bis belnavior had dmproved in these aespects ;kis social rank
might -then h.ave risea, and his scores in

etition
added) _

_ leari-ellowed to
int.radiAt4 bovlAng

emphasis

"Clearly the grorip, and particularly the leaders , had a
defl_nite Ldea wlat a mam's standing in boulilig ought to be,

d thIs Ides had a eal effect cm the wa h b.°

Whait a follower threstemed to better hIs. posdtLon the
boya shouted at him that he was lucky, that lie was !howling
civet-- his head.' The efiort was rtiade to pers.cad_e hiln that he
shouid not he bowling as well ss he was, that a good perfor-
mance was abnorrel for him '1 (pp. 16 7-6 S, npiiaLs acieled).

This reason_ing suggests that, to tlie extent individual- v riatio. in
rewad i permitted to occur, group rors iouid regmlat the r elative



attainments tie tudents Lihjbjirig much of the Impact which is expected

11 Induce-rents_ Co sid ing the importance of physical prow

athletic abill.ty lii lcpver'-claa adoiecent culture, there is little

t a darie ability to b e positively correlated *with

status ra-

Aside

a Jeer group.

natters, individual reward scheme would have

drawbacks. rst lt1ioigh po -on of financial means may confeT

prestige upon an indiv idual within the peer group , it is in n way' in

the interest c,f a a rud.ent that anether be successful, irrespective of

whether perfominattee is evaluated en a comparative basis or with respect

to -some standsrd TrAile thla uoui.d not necessa ily result in interference

with other sulderns neither woulel it lead to helping behavior. Second,

one by-produet of au t irdiNidlual reward scheme is that it becomes evident

to some that cliey ae des tined to nsistently fail. Formerly, poor

grades carried littLe FerorLal ciificance since school performance

of little coniecluence . Once cash payments are linked to grades, how-

failure 13e ales -a matt er concern, and a a angetnen which

dg 5tIjerutg on a hasJs of inei idual attai _ ent is therefore likely

ase witt-i.drawai of those -who are less able to compete success-

ful

THE DESTRABILI F A GROUP 13AS ED RETARD STRUCTURE

The d if ficuit tnat 'been )rai..sed with respect to rewarding

adolesce ts on an. in.div-id al basis do not detract from the motivational

potential of money for these hdld rev. Rather, the problem is to design

a reward struevure whic1 would riot thre ten peer group solidarity and,



ideally, would enlist: peer pressures in support of acade

all students. There is reason to believe that a reward structure

nwhiahcash Oaytents are made to groups rather than to individual

udents would meet theseobjectives. A pos ible scenario under such

mn arrangenent would be the following: In each sellool grade, studer

would be divided into groups ofthree, four, or five children, either

-by teacher assignment o- following the expressedpreferences of the

studentsthe precise manner of constituting the groups would be one

-f several parameters to be experimentally investigated. Tbe grolos

would then compete for cash remards, against one another or perhaps with

respect to some untform standard _f prforniance.

:lbe crucial feature of this proposal is that the rewards -ould be

di:bursed to groups according tco the average level of attainment by

their members. The likely impact of group reinforcement on individual

performance cam be inferred frmn the literature on industrial productivity..

Referring to the Scanlan Plan an arrangement whereby the mare work

force shares in the profits which result from a reduction in labor coats-,

Roger Brown (1965:472) writes:

11

Formerly, a nan who expressed his a hievement motive-

tion by working harder endangered his bonds of solidarity

with his co-workers. . [Now] no matter where the saving

was accomplished everyone in the for'ce benefits from it and

so a man who tries to achieve an improvement he2ps the entire

group rather than himself at the expense of the group."

quoting from Romans (1950:300) on the topi- of increasing the w_ k

rate:

For industrial nanagement, there ore, the problsm of

increasing output iseeldom one of trio:teasing the ontput of



inZividuals but is usually one of raising the standards of

groUps. Eoreover, the group must accept the standard; it

nust becone a real group norm before group controls will cone

into play to support it."

The manner by which the cash payments would be distributed among

the members of successful group is another parameter for investiga-

tion The total payment could be divided equally among all students,

or the intermal disbuts -:_ent could be left for the group to decide.

Probably the most effective arrangement would be one which permits a

winning group some discretion over the inte:_al allocation, erabliag

it to discipline and reward each member according to the value of his

oontrlbution or in a manner that is consistent with other dimensions of

statu

Ln cemparison to rewarding students for their individual perf

mances- the merits of g pup reinforcement would therefore be the follow-

ing:

(1) When students are rewarded according to individual att n e

peer- OIldaritj i likely to be weakened. To counter this threat,

..lescent gro ps may adapt to the reward structure in a manner which is

undesarable considering the motivational-intent of the program. By con-

trast, rewards which are cant -gent upon group perfoumanoe would not be

tagonistic to solidarity since all me:fibers would share ia the comnnn

objective.

2) In addition to not threatening peer cohe th-.e is reason

to pect that peer pressures would encourage academic achievement. High

individual attainment w-uld be contributory to group goals since the

average score for a group., and hence its probability of being succe ful,

16



would be raised. It would even

ally weaker members',

the interes_ of a group,tp or

an Aaptation which could not be -expected _

5
individ al re ard scheme .

ale problem of coping with failure would be less evere under

einforcement A groupreward structure would soften the

ce therespensibiiity-would be:diffused among all

t appear to be the consequence of a

pact

embers

ingle student's performance.

an opportuaty to participate in a winning effort and realize

that one has contributed to this cutcome c uld be given to weaker u-

under group reinforcement. One experimental desigmmight be to

ats and rebalance the groups after eadh distribution of

rewards, thereby reducing the comoetitiva advantage of the previously

succ ful.

p-based competition fox the purpose of stimulating academic

achievement is not entirely untried in the s hool context, although it

would be an innovation in this ceun ry. A reward scheme Which is de-

signed to enlist peer pressure to motivate mnd control students hes_

-been in use for miany years in Russia. Describing the principles of

Soviet education, Urie Bronfenbrenner (1962:56) writes:

"IThel desired behavior is motivated through competition

between groups rather than between individuals; behavior is=judged

in terns of its implication fox the achievement and reputation of

the:grnup; and rewards and punishments are given on 4 group basis

so that all memhers of the group stAd to gain or lose from the

actions of each Individual."

While Soviet education does not employ monetary inducements and relies

upon schoel grades forcement purpose



is otherwise remarkably similar t Ale o

any evaluation of Rmssiari education vLthrespect to motvattng

alienated or lower class children. Such information would certainly be

relevant.for assessing the likely impact of a group reward pro

J. _es S. Cole_ 1965) has also urged replacement of the present

ucture of indiv dual rewards by an arrangement which emphasizes inter-

_group competition Coleman caine to this view by comparing the different

of peer groups toward out tanding individual performance,

ording to whether ehis occurs on the athletic field or in the cla

mm. With respect to academic subjects achievement by one student

punishing to others since "grades are almost co pletely relati rank-

ing students relative to others in their class. Thus, extra achievement

by _ _ student not only raises bis positton but lower-the positi n

of others" (Coleman 1965:77). ly contras superior performance-o- the

--
athletic field rewards the entire sChool, not just the individual, and

studen peers Ch refore eccurage, rather Chan restrain, effor

_achieve in -hletics.

analysis of reward a tructures that is developed in this paper

parallels Coleman's work, but my proposal for motivating lo lass

children is diffe from dhe policy recommendatIon which he makes.

EXt-apolating from the athletic ccntect, Coleman propo e-'an int oduc-
,

-f inte -school and intramural tournaments, projects, and games

eas--what he calls "schol tic fairs"--in which,competi-

pn would be between schools

Altering the reward struct

between classes, not between individua

_ this manner would reduce "the present

petition for grades" (Coleman 1965:84) and th relay

relieve peer group pressure agaInst the " urve-raiser



awn for tKe differ __- policy recommendations

ing from different assumptions as to the academic interests

Coleman assumes that the studeii are vitally concerned with

school grades. The fact that they attempt to restrain. superior performance

and keep grades within a range that can be attained by the majority test

fies to dhe mporrance which grades hold for them. Coleman, therefore,

addressing the p oblem of altering a reward-structure which is dys-

functional becauSe restrains individual attaininent a concernwhich

common to middle-class schools than to lower-class institutions.

la schools which serve predominantly lower-class children, the assump-

that g ades carry intrinsic value for most youths cannot be made.

eramMie Gans (1962:132) repo ts that a majority of children in the

West End (in Boston) displayed little interest in learning, and many were

waiting only to reach the legal age to leave school. The proposal that

developed here therefore assumes that school grades must first be

relevant for the children. This is the purpose of linking academic achieve-

ment to monetary rewards. Afterwards, once grades axe salient, oar analr-__
_ .

sis of the merits of group reinforcement in comparison with individual

competition follows Coleman's discussion.

WItile oTnpetent. and sensitive teaching may be the preferred manaer

ntivating educational achievement, the quality of tea hing id mmny

r-class sdhools is too variable to provide a basis for educational

This is not intended to detract from the accomplishments of th-

teachers who have SucCeeded in establishing rapport with. minority_and



y disadvantaged children and arousing lheir intellectual

OSity. _awever, s :11 ability Seems to be an attribute of rare indi-

viduals, not a dependable characteristic: of school systems. What is

spectiye

ing would

required is a motivational apparatus whiCh will operate i

of variations in teacher quality, so the inc--tive for lea-

not be highly dependent upon this problematic attribute.

One way in which schooling cam be Made more rew rding is 1)1y revIsing

educatinnal curricula to make the subject matter more relevant to die

children. Much effort is currently being devoted to this activity, espe-

cially with respect t- the needs of black children, and these programs

should have a beneficial impact on academic motivation. A. second approach

would be to devise a reward structure which would nake achievement c

sLsten -'th the existing values of lower-class children. It is argued

here that a combination of mo etary inducements with group-based compe-
-1

tition can provide such a reward structure.

Cash payments make attractive inducements since money is highly

Valued 'by poor children. ,Group-based competition for cash rewarda

would identify the interests of the peer group

f the individual student, Under this arrangement, peer pressure can be

expected to encourage individual attaimment and foster an interest in

mutual assistance and cooperation. Boreover, hiter-7group competition

would reduce the demoralizing, effect -f failure, and probably also re-

duce the influence of teacher-expectations on student performance,

tbene whose importance has recently been stressed by Rosenthal and

Jacobs (l96$).6



Clearly, a great many parameters will need to be investigLed in

_onnection with this proposal. Some obvious questions concern the fre-

quency of reinforc net, group size,
7

the manner of constituting the

groups,_ the amount of the reward, the mechanics of evaluating Student

formance, whether performance relative to-other groups or with respect

to seome ab olute standard Would be a more effective oriteriot4

percentage of groups whiCh would receive rewards if relative group pet.'

formance wer- o determine success. Some of the most importan co sid-

erations involve the interactions between these design paramete a and the

_age of the student. For example, the frequency of payment uld probably

have to be greater for younger students though the amount o the reward

could probably be less.

A related consideration concerns the definition of the target popu-

lation. In terms of age, the motivational problem appears to be one

of stimulating academic interest in students from the middle, Primary

to the middle high school grades. Earlier than the fifth grads, peer

group control over behavior is modest in co parison with the iin.f ence

exerted by adult authority figures--parents and teachers (WertliMan 1969:

622). Later than the second year of high school, if a student has been

successfully "conned" into achieving high grades during the pree ding

years, he can probably be motivated by the prospect of other etrinsic

rewards-a good job or college.

A second constituenty which must be considered in any proposal for

educational reform consists of the teachers' unIons and educational

bureaucracies, in my opinion, a group-based reward structure tuld be

integratedinto the existing educational system with a mini unl



ganizational dislocation. Teachers would n t have to.acclimate to a

learning-machine or gaming technology,
8

nor would the race of the teacher

be material. Inst _d, the reward structure would function to make the

student more responsive in the classroom since the teacher would now be

supplying the information -ecessary for a group's success.

22



difficult to

FOOTHQTES_

racial, ethnic, and class factors in

many of dhese studies. Explana ions which emphasize "cultural depri-

vation "culture conflict" may address class differences as much

as-raCial or.ethnic ones (cf Herbert Gans [1962:229-30] on working

class culture). Likewise, many ofthe studies which compare Negro

and wilita cliLidren. do not consider the ethnicity of the white child

This essay emphasizes class differences although some of the studies

that are surveyed compare Negro (lower-class) children with white

(middle-class) ones.

2Givtn tha mwl iplic tive character of the relation, one mu t assume

that the personalit)r component exceeds zero, if this minimum value is

considered to be attainable.

3
on the return from investment in human cap t 1 are subject

to diverse and conflicting interpretations. Education does have a pay-

oSf f oregroes in tbe sense that a black person can expect higher earn-

ings from additional schooling, yet the return per year invested is less

than for a- white indlvidual. In 1963, for males who attended only ele-

mentary schoo/, gegm income was 73 percent of white income; for high

school and college graduates the respective figures were 68 and 60 per-

cent. With respect to occupational status, 20 percent of non-white male

high school grad ere laborers; onLy 4 percent of whIte male hi

school graduates were 1

hi Vein, (1966

this occupational category. Data are fr



4_
Note that th contention does not depend upon whether the rewards

are disbursed on a competitive basis or with respect to some standar
r-.

of achievement. Although the latter ar angement would mean that one

_ tudent's success does not detract from the financial opportunit7 of

another, the variation tn payments among students would still threaten

group solidarity. In industrial settings, restrictive output norms

have been observed in work groups where the men are not in competItIon

Ith one another and all could Simultaneously earn higher wages if tndi-

vidual output were raised (Babchuk and Goode, 1951 ). Effrat, et_al.

108) suggest that u[a student] be rewarded for -orking at his own capa-

city" rather than judged relative to others or with respect to some !Jai-

/
form standard. However, this arrangement would result in a Ba kamization

.of the -ard structure. Students would find themselves subject to par-

ticularistic criteria, with a level of performance which qualifies one

d toranother. In this circumstancefor a cash payment denying thia

notions of equity would be enormou ly difficult to maintain,

ton Deutsch (1953) examined the effect of assigning an iden

grade to each student in a group that was working on a common problem.

He reports that the members aided one -another under this arrangement

whereas they impeded one another when grading was in terms of indivAdual

_performance.

6_
-Rosenthal and Jacobson (1 eport that teacher expectatlo

regard to student performance

fulfill ng prophesies"--studen

be me translated into

attatn higher grades when more is ex-

pected of them lower grades wMn lees jis expected (also see Davdscn



v

and La [1960] for similar findings Since the criteria upon which

teachers base their expe tations are often educationally irrelevant, such

he race of a student, it would seem desirable to reduce the impact of

these expectation

7
One experimental treat ent could use groups of size one to exam ne

performance under an individual reward arrangement.

8
A recent survey-of experimental programs which use teaching machines

(Ottinger 1969) cencludes that-the use of hardware actually makes the

educational process more rigid.
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